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The objective of the research was to know the use of an authentic 
material as teaching media to motivate students in learning 
English. The writer used qualitative design with the total number 
of samples in this research being 40 students. The researcher 
applied questionnaire and interview.   The researcher analyzed the 
data using interactive model of analysis. In analyzing the 
numerical data, the writer used SPSS for windows. After conducted 
the research, the writer concludes that authentic materials can 
improve the students to understand the real context used by native 
speaker, improve students’ knowledge, Improve students’ English 
competence in both spoken and written, improve students’ 
vocabulary, introduce the culture of native speaker, improve 
students’ listening ability, motivate students to learn, motivate 
students to learn autonomously and it is compulsory subject from 
the school.  
 




Learning English beginning in early age has become a trend in Indonesia. 
In response to the present matter, the government has issued the regulation No. 20 
(2003) regarding National Education System. During this regulation, English is 
enclosed in syllabus for elementary level mutually of native content subjects for 
grade 4 to 6. However, despite the fact that English has been schooled at the 
elementary level, Indonesian college students’ English ability remains 
unsatisfying. There square measure numerous factors which will have an effect on 
the low level the students’ ability in English. Externally, the factors influencing 
country students’ ability square measure, among others, atmosphere, parent, 
teacher, method, media, whereas internally the factors embrace interest, attitude, 
intelligence, temperament, learning vogue, and motivation. 
In Indonesian context, there square measure some problems concerning 
motivation: students don't seem to be motivated to scan, they feel bored simply, 
and their comprehension is low. These issues can be as a result of tough words, 
lack of vocabulary, or inappropriate materials. Therefore, selecting acceptable 
reading becomes necessary. Since the event of data and communication 
technology has progressed, all academics will develop their own materials, and it's 
even supported by academic authority: encouraging teachers’ ability. Based on 
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early observation at one amongst junior secondary faculties in Makassar, English 
academics failed to produce their own materials, simply victimization textbooks 
provided by government. Besides, they use the books during a monotonous 
approach. Consequently, students get bored and causeless; therefore the language 
mastery expected can't be consummated.  
The use of authentic materials in Associate in Nursing EFL schoolroom is 
what several academics concerned in foreign instruction have mentioned in recent 
years. We’ve got detected persuasive voices insistence that country conferred 
within the schoolroom ought to be authentic, not made for tutorial functions. 
Generally, what this suggests is materials that involve language present as 
communication in native-speaker contexts of use, or rather those elect contexts 
wherever commonplace English is that the norm: real newspaper reports, for 
instance, real magazine articles, real advertisements, preparation recipes, 
horoscopes, etc. Most of the academics throughout the globe agree that authentic 
texts or materials square measure helpful to the learning method, however what's 
less united is once authentic materials ought to be introduced and the way they 




There is a small distinction within the definition of authentic materials in 
literature. However, there's a typical purpose in these definitions that is 'exposure 
to real language and its use in its own community'. Authentic materials change 
learners to act with the important language and content instead of the shape. 
Learners feel that they're learning a target language because it is employed outside 
the schoolroom. Considering this, it may not be wrong to mention that at any level 
authentic materials should be accustomed complete the gap between the ability 
and performance of the language learners that could be a common downside 
among the nonnative speakers. This needs the language patterns being place into 
apply in world things. Since learning a couple of culture isn't accepted it and 
therefore the role of the culture within the materials is simply to form learner 
interest towards the target language, there ought to be a spread of culture within 
the materials, not a selected one (Kilickaya, 2004) . 
Authentic materials (either written or spoken) square measure things 
designed for native speakers, not language students (Peacock, 1997). Martinez 
(2002) outlined that “Authentic would be material designed for native speakers of 
English employed in the schoolroom during a approach almost like the one it had 
been designed for” (p.1). very little et al. (1988, as cited in Guariento , 2001) 
outline authentic material as “an authentic text…created to meet some social 
purpose within the language community during which it had been produced” 
(p.347). Bacon & Finnemann (1990) outline authentic materials as texts 
“produced by and for native speakers of the target language” (p.469). in keeping 
with Schulz (1991, cited in Sabet, 2012), the employment of authentic materials 
within the Florida schoolroom is strictly supported by Krashen's ‘affective filter’ 
hypothesis for SLA likewise, during which deals with the approach during which 
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emotional and attitudinal factors like motivation, confidence and anxiety alter 
learners’ openness to the target language.  
 
The Types of Authentic Materials 
Teaching materials square measure a really essential a part of teaching and 
learning a remote language. These days, the resources for teaching materials 
square measure offered for everyone. the web is considered a really necessary and 
wealthy supply for authentic materials. Genhard (1996) classified authentic 
materials into 3 classes as follows:  
1. Authentic listening materials, like newscast, cartoons, songs, etc.  
2. Authentic visual materials, like street signs, magazines and 
newspapers photos, post cards, etc.  
3. Authentic written materials, like sports reports, newspapers, edifice 
menus, train tickets, etc.  
 
The Use of Authentic Materials within the EFL classroom:  
Using inappropriate teaching materials makes learners face difficulties in 
learning a remote language. Learners have to be compelled to be motivated to 
reach learning any language. Teaching materials should be motivating and lift 
learners' interest. If teaching materials don't seem to be fascinating and 
motivating, learners can learn nothing. so as to assist learners learn higher, heaps 
of researchers recommend victimization authentic materials (AM). The 
employment of AM in teaching has return below discussion since the 1970-s. 
several researchers study the impact of this sort of materials on learners. A 
victimization authentic material notably in teaching language in lecture rooms has 
been effective over the past decades. several researchers shed additional 
lightweight on the utility of authentic materials to support learning and teaching 
(Guariento and Morley, 2001). Authentic materials facilitate encourage learners 
learn the language by creating them feel that they're learning the 'real' language 
(Guariento & Morely, 2001). Whereas Hyland (2003, p. 94) states that one 
amongst the foremost necessary benefits of victimization authentic materials is 
that it will increase learners' motivation and reflects completely on the educational 
method. In different words, students learn the language higher after us as 
academics/teacher use authentic materials as an equipment. What is more, because 
it was already mentioned before, it had been ended that authentic materials area 
unit useful in developing learners' reading skills. "Without the employment of 
authentic materials whereas exposing learners to EFL things, it's tough to 
anticipate however the learner can perform within the real things." Tirth (n.d.) 
Peacock (1997) cited in semiotician (2001), mentions many reasons for 
exploitation authentic materials within the room. These are: (1) they prepare 
learners for reality, (2) they meet learners' wants, (3) they have an effect on 
learners’ motivation absolutely, (4) they encourage academics to adopt effective 
teaching strategies and (5) they gift authentic data regarding culture. Authentic 
materials so, facilitate learners understand the connection between the language 
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conferred within the room and therefore the language employed in world things. 
From his face, Genhard (1996) believes that authentic materials "contextualize" 
the acquisition. Additionally, authentic materials facilitate to bridge the gap 
between the language being instructed within the room and therefore the language 
employed by real folks in real things within the world.  
 
Motivation 
The word “motivation” is familiar to us that are commonly used in our 
society. However undoubtedly what the word truly refers to isn't as easy as it’s 
verbalized. Supported Cheryl (2000), motivation is that the psychological method 
that arouses, directs, and maintains behavior toward a goal. Psychological method 
suggests that, series of actions dispensed from the mind’s command to try and do 
or accomplish one thing. Penny metropolis (2001) says that's simple to grasp the 
driven learner than motivation itself. The driven learner, United Nations agency is 
willing or maybe needing to invest effort in learning activities, makes teaching 
and learning method additional pleasant and easier. There are some characteristics 
of driven learner:  
a. Positive task orientation. The learner is willing to tackle tasks and 
challenges and has confidence in his or her success. 
b. Ego involvement. The learner finds it vital to reach learning so as to keep 
up and promote his or her own (positive) self-image. 
c. Want for accomplishment. The learner features a got to accomplish, to 
beat difficulties and reach what he or she sets bent do 
d. High aspiration. The learner is bold, goes for hard challenges, high 
proficiency, top grades. 
e. Goal orientation. The learner is extremely alert to the goals of learning or 
to learning activities, and directs his or her efforts towards achieving them 
f. Perseverance. The learner is extremely systematically invests a high level 
of effort in learning and isn't discourages by setbacks or apparent lack of 
progress 
g. Tolerance of ambiguity. The learner systematically invest a high level of 
effort in state of affairs involving a brief lack of understanding on 
confusion, he or she will digest this with patience, within the confidence 
that understanding are come back later. 
Motivation is maybe the foremost often used receptacle term for explaining 
the success or failure or nearly any advanced task. It’s simple to assume that 
success in any task is due merely to the actual fact that somebody is driven. it's 
simple in second language claim that a learner are fortunate with the motivation. 
Such claims area unit in fact not erroneous; for incalculable studies and 
experiment in human learning area unit shown that motivation could be a key to 
learning. 
Meanwhile, Harmer (1991) says “motivation is a few quite drives that 
encourage some body to pursue a course of action. Drive suggests that a bent at 
intervals AN organism toward a goal relies on the changes within the organism 
method. 
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In addition, Brown (1993) defines motivation as inner drive, impulse, feeling 
or need that moves one to a selected action. AN inner drive could be a force at 
intervals the organism and pushes them to try and do sure actions toward the goal. 
 
Kinds of Motivation 
Motivation are often divided into 2 types they're intrinsic motivation (the 
argue to interact within the learning activity for its own sake) and extrinsic 
(motivation that's derived from external incentives) each of those have a vital half 
to play in room motivation. And each area unit a minimum of partly accessible to 
teacher influence (Penny metropolis, 2001). 
a. Intrinsic motivation. People who learn for his or her own self-perceived 
wants and goals area unit as such driven. According S. Nasution (1995) 
states intrinsic motivations are a unit inherent within the learning things 
and meet pupil want, and purpose. As such driven are a unit ones that 
there's no apparent reward except the activity itself. As such driven 
behaviors area unit aimed toward conveyance regarding sure internally 
rewardable consequences, namely, feeling of ability and self-
determination. Intrinsic motivation includes need, interest, need, goal and 
hobby. 
b. Extrinsic motivation. Extrinsic motivation is caused by any range or 
outside factors, as an example, the requirement to pass communication, the 
hope for money reward or the likelihood of future travel. Penny metropolis 
(2001) states that extrinsic motivation is that that derives from the 
influence of some quite external incentive, as distinct from the would like 
to find out for its own case or interest in tasks. Extrinsically driven 
behaviors area unit dispensed in anticipation or a present from outside and 
on the far side itself. Brown (1993) says that typical extrinsic rewards area 
unit cash, prizes, grades, and even sure type’s regeneration. Extrinsic 
motivation is very important in teaching learning method, to enhance or to 
support their student in learning English. Intrinsic motivation, however, is 
additional vital for the coed instead of extrinsic. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
The writer used qualitative design and focus on descriptive study. The aim 
of descriptive study to explore and classifying some phenomena or facts and 
describing variables related with the research problems. 
This research was conducted at grade 7th of SMPN Bajiminasa Makassar. 
There were 4 classes at first year, consisting of 30 students every class and total 
number of population were 120 students.  The researcher chose 10 students as 
representative of first year. Therefore, the total number of sample was 40 students.  
The researcher applied two kinds of instruments. Those instruments were 
questionnaire and interview.  The questionnaire was given to the students. It is 
given to find out the students motivation after learning English by an authentic 
material. The questionnaire adopted from Munipah (2008:39) but there are some 
parts of questionnaire modified by researcher. The writer made an interview with 
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the teachers and students. The topic of the interview was the use of an authentic 
material. The researcher analyzed the data using interactive model of analysis 
involving collecting, reducing, and presenting the data and also drawing some 
conclusion. 
 
FINDINGS & DISCUSSION 
Findings 
The Use of an Authentic EFL Materials 
Three main issues related to teachers’ beliefs on the use of authentic 
materials to teach listening are obtained from the data. These are; 1) what 
authentic materials; 2) Reasons to use authentic materials; 3) the importance of 
authentic materials. 
a. Teachers’ Definition about Authentic Materials 
The first issue is what the participants‟ definition about authentic materials. 
Data are obtained from interview to the teachers by asking them a question about 
what authentic materials according to them. The teachers’ responses toward the 
questions show various definitions about authentic materials. Teacher St 
emphasizes authenticity toward the materials and focus that authentic materials 
are produced by native speaker of the target language. Teacher St relates authentic 
materials as the materials used by native speaker. The responses illustrate the 
teachers‟ definitions about authentic materials by using their own words. Teacher 
Fr defines authentic materials which are summarized in the result of interview. 
“Yang jelas authentic material itu materi-materi yang diambil dari berbagai 
sumber yang awalnya tidak untuk mengajar. Ngambilnya bisa dari internet. 
Pokoknya sifatnya otentik. Asli dari native speaker dan authentic material itu 
kan butuh extra menantang untuk mencarinya dan sifatnya lebih fresh tidak 
mudah ditebak ama murid.” [“Any materials taken from many sources not 
for teaching purposes. It can be taken from internet in which it is authentic 
from the native speaker of target language. Authentic material is very 
challenging to obtain and it is fresh for students so that it is hard to predict”. 
(Interview/Teacher St)] 
In line with the statement given by teacher St, teacher M also states his 
definition about authentic materials. 
“Materi yang dikembangkan oleh native speaker kalau disini kan bahasa 
inggris berarti kan asli origin dari yang ngomong. Setiap harinya ngomong 
pake bahasa inggris”. [“the materials which are developed by native speaker. 
English is the target language used in authentic material in which it is spoken 
as daily conversation by the native speaker”. (Interview/Teacher M)] 
Responding to the question, the teachers tend to use the terms of “material”, 
“authentic” and “native speaker” to refer to authentic material. Generally, they 
believe that authentic materials are produced by native speaker of the target 
language not for teaching purposes.  
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b. Reasons to Use Authentic Materials 
The next issue is the teachers’ reasons to use authentic materials. The data are 
obtained from questionnaire in which the teachers are asked to choose the reasons 
on the provided table containing any possible reasons that might be chosen by 
teachers. The data show that those two teachers, teacher St and teacher M, state 
that they use authentic materials because they want to introduce English in the real 
context, improve students’ knowledge, students’ English competence, students’ 
vocabulary, introduce the cross culture, improve students’ listening ability, 
motivate students to learn autonomously and it is compulsory subject from the 
school.  
Table 1 Reasons to Use Authentic materials 
 
Reasons to Use Authentic Materials Teacher St Teacher M 
Introduce Students with Language Used by Native 
Speaker in Real Context 
✓  ✓  
Improve Students’ Knowledge ✓  ✓  
Improve Students’ English Competence in Both 
Spoken And Written 
✓  ✓  
Motivate Students to Learn ✓  ✓  
Motivate Students to Learn Autonomously ✓  ✓  
 
c. The Importance of Authentic Materials 
The third issue of teachers‟ beliefs on the use of authentic materials to teach 
listening is the importance of authentic materials. Teacher M believes that 
authentic materials contain some aspects that students can learn from, including 
pronunciation and stressing. The result of the interview describes that authentic 
materials are very important. He said that: 
“Ya penting banget. Anak-anak langsung belajar dari native bagaimana 
pengucapan katanya, bagaimana penekanan pada kata-katanya dan 
lainnya”. [“It is very important. The students can directly learn from native 
speaker including how to pronounce the words, the way to stress the words 
and many others”. (Interview/teacher M) 
Generally, the teachers believe that authentic materials are important in 
teaching English. It provides cultural information and real language used by 
native speaker so that students can learn how they pronounced and stressed words. 
Teachers believe that authentic materials are important in teaching target 
language. The participants show positive attitude toward authentic materials. 
Teacher M believes that authentic materials are motivated in which teacher should 
bring something new in the classroom in order to motivate students.  
What the teacher M said is also related with the result of questionnaire based 
on teachers view about teaching using an authentic material at SMP Baji Minasa 
Makassar at part two questionnaires for teacher. The percentage of the 
questionnaire shown in the following:  
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Table 2. The Percentage of teachers view about teaching using an  
authentic Material at SMP Baji Minasa Makassar 
 
No. Classification Range Frequency Percentage 
1. Very Beneficial  85 – 100 3 30 % 
2. Beneficial  69   – 84 5 50 % 
3. Neutral 51   – 68 2 20 % 
4. Not Beneficial 36   – 50 0 0 % 
5. Not at all Beneficial 20   – 35 0 0 % 
Total 10 100 
 
Based on the classification above, it indicated that the overall responses 
were in very beneficial, beneficial, neutral, not beneficial and not at all beneficial 
classification. From 10 teachers, 3 (30 %) of them reached the high classification, 
very beneficial. The rest 5 teachers (50 %) were categorized as beneficial. And, 2 
(20 %) of them reached the high classification, neutral. From all classifications, 
none of the teachers were categorized as not beneficial and not at all beneficial. 
From the data, it was found that all of the teachers said that authentic material has 
beneficial for students, teachers, and school. 
 
Authentic Material as Teaching Media to Motivate Students in Learning English 
In teaching activities, motivation is the important, because can enhance the 
student’s interest in the learning a lesson. For students with high motivation, they 
have more energy to learn. The advantages of using authentic materials in the 
classroom therefore include: having a positive effect on student motivation; giving 
authentic cultural information; exposing students to real language; relating more 
closely to students’ needs  
The advantages of using authentic materials in the classroom therefore 
include: having a positive effect on student motivation; giving authentic cultural 
information; exposing students to real language; relating more closely to students‟ 
needs. Teacher M stated that by using an authentic Material in teaching learning 
activities, the students are able to comprehend the topics that they learn. It 
assumes that in facing globalization era it is not enough to learn English solely for 
its linguistics aspects. Teacher M’s stated that: 
“Untuk mengenalkan bahasa inggris yang merupakan bahasa 
Internasional kepada siswa. Biar mereka bisa mengenal dari dini. 
Terutama dengan menggunakan materi bahasa Inggris asli, sehingga 
anak dapat memotivasi siswa dalam mempelajari  bahasa Inggris lebih 
baik lagi dari sebelumnya. Dan ini juga bisa menjadi bekal buat mereka 
jika ingin melanjutkan studi di luar negeri  
To introduce the English as the international language to students. Let 
them know from an earlier. With use an authentic material in English, 
children can motivated in study English better than before using an 
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authentic material. And this is also a provision for the students to make it 
habituation, if they want to study abroad (Interview with teacher M). 
What the teacher M said is also related with the result of the questionnaire 
about the improving student’s motivation. 
 
Table 3. The Percentage of authentic material in improve Students motivation 
 
No. Classification Range Frequency Percentage 
1. Yes, Definitely 85  – 100 14 35 % 
2. Yes 69   –  84 20 50 % 
3. Neutral 51   –  68 6 15 % 
4. No 36   –  50 0 00.00 
5. Definitely Not 20   –  35 0 00.00 
Total 40 100 
 
Based on the classification above, it indicated that the overall responses 
were only in yes, definitely, yes, and neutral classification. From 40 students, 14 
(35 %) of them reached the high classification, yes, definitely. The rest 20 
students (50 %) were categorized as yes classification. And, 6 (15 %) of them 
reached the high classification, neutral. From all classifications, none of the 
students were categorized as No and Definitely Not. From the data, it was found 
that all of the students said that an authentic material has helped the students to 
improve their motivation in learning English.  
In the teaching learning activities, the students are required to be active in 
the classroom. They are actively engaged to try to make them to understand each 
other, even when their knowledge of the target language is not sufficient. The 
students reach individual understanding by actively paying attention to the 
teacher’s explanation, asking questions, and presenting material after discussing. 
so, For the students who have the difficulty of understanding the material 
delivered in English, they should study hard by themselves to make a good mark 
in any test or exercises.  
The benefit of using an authentic material at SMP Baji Minasa Makassar can 
be seen from students’ interest about this program. The result was based on 
students’ interest at part two questionnaires for the students. The percentage of the 
questionnaire shown in the following: 
Table 4. The Percentage of the Benefit of authentic material to Students’  
 
No. Classification Range Frequency Percentage 
1. Very Beneficial  85  – 100 12 30 % 
2. Beneficial  69   –  84 25 62 % 
3. Neutral 51   –  68 3 8 % 
4. Not Beneficial 36   –  50 0 00.00 
5. Not at all Beneficial 20   –  35 0 00.00 
Total 40 100 
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Based on the classification above, it indicated that the overall responses 
were only in interesting, very interesting and neutral classification. From 40 
students, 12 (30%) of them reached the high classification, very interesting. The 
rest 25 students (62%) were categorized as interesting classification. And, 3 (8%) 
of them reached the high classification, neutral. From all classifications, none of 
the students were categorized as not interesting and Not at All interesting. From 
the data, it was found that all of the students had interest with authentic material. 
Discussions 
This section discusses the result of the research and interpreted the findings 
based on the theoretical point of view and limited by research questions. It will 
be presented in integrated way. Concerning to the result of the previous section, 
it can be explained theoretically that teachers’ teaching activity in the classroom 
is influenced by their beliefs. The results show that teachers have strong belief 
toward the use of authentic materials in teaching listening reflected to their ways 
of teaching. At this point, their ways of teaching depend on how they believe 
about the definition of authentic materials itself, what their reasons in using 
authentic materials, how they see the importance of authentic materials in 
general, what criteria for selecting authentic materials that they choose and what 
particular authentic materials they prefer. In addition, it is identified that their 
ways of teaching are affected by several factors, they are: teaching using 
authentic material is challenging, easy access to authentic materials, the 
availability of equipment’s, students’ interest, workshop/training and personal 
experience.  
Authentic materials are implemented well in the classroom. However, there is 
inconsistency between teaching and learning documents and the practice of 
teaching. Bottom-up processing is applied in learning activity through tasks 
obtained by teachers. The researcher identifies one aspect that shapes teachers’ 
beliefs. The identified aspect is teachers’ understanding toward authentic 
materials. From the findings, teachers believe that authentic materials are any 
materials given by native speaker not for teaching purposes. The materials can be 
adapted from many sources as long as it is directly quoted from the native 
speaker of target language. 
The other aspect that shapes teachers‟ beliefs is reasons to use authentic 
materials. Given the table of reasons to use authentic materials, the teachers 
identify several reasons to use the materials. Since authentic materials are 
beneficial to teach the students, they consider using authentic materials to obtain 
the advantages of authentic materials. To exposure students with real language 
used by native speaker in real context, improve students’ knowledge, Improve 
students’ English competence in both spoken and written, improve students’ 
vocabulary, introduce the culture of native speaker, improve students’ listening 
ability, and motivate students to learn autonomously are several advantages using 
authentic materials to teach students. Some of these reasons are in line with the 
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advantages of authentic materials proposed some experts, (Phillips and 
Shettlesworth 1978, Clarke 1989; peacock 1997 cited in Richard 2001): 
a. They have a positive effect on learner motivation because they are 
intrinsically more interesting and motivating than created materials. 
b. They provide authentic cultural information about target culture.  
c. They provide exposure to real language rather than the artificial texts found 
in created materials that have been specially written to illustrate particular 
grammatical rules or discourse types. 
d. They related more closely to learner‟ needs and hence provide a link between 
the classroom and students‟ needs in the real world. 
e. The support a more creative approach to teaching. Teacher can enhance their 
potential in developing an activity on their teaching style or student learning 
styles. 
Teaching using authentic materials is such a new technique to apply since 
the needs of students in getting new experience to learn the real language of the 
native speaker are higher. The findings describe that the teachers tend to use 
authentic materials for some consideration. Accessibility is one of the 
considerations. By the development of technology, the teachers can easily access 
any authentic materials from the internet. It provides all things that teachers’ need. 
Toward the disadvantages of authentic materials, teacher St describes that 
teaching by using authentic materials is challenging. The challenging aspect of it 
is on how to motivate students to learn English. He assumed that being a teacher 
is the same like being motivator. Knowing that authentic materials are difficult for 
students, the teacher thinks an idea of how to make students motivated. He 
stimulates students to be curious on what material being taught then. He assumes 
that teacher should bring something new in the classroom in order that the 
students could be motivated. Not only concerning on how to motivate students, 
teacher also focuses on how to select materials. The challenging point is what 
consideration he chooses to select particular authentic materials. The 
implementation of authentic materials in teaching process is supported by many 
researchers. They see the use of some of materials as a useful means to motivate 
learners, improve their interest and expose them to real language they will face in 
the real life. In addition, authentic materials encourage learners to learn a 
particular language successfully, because they notice they are dealing with the 
language in real life (Al Azri, R. H., & Al-Rashdi, M. H, 2014). As a fact, many 
countries especially in foreign language education have emphasized the use of 
authentic materials in their learning process. East Asia countries, especially those 
in Indonesia, are yet to catch on to this awareness. Hwang, C.C (2005) stated only 
when EFL education makes a change into the dynamism, authentic materials will 
it experience the power of being energized and being competence. 
Being motivated and being interested is closely related. It can be assumed 
that people will be motivated when they are interested. In short, being motivated 
comes after being interested. The increased motivation to learn in students, as well 
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as a renewed interest in the subject matter when students used authentic materials 
for the study of culture in the language classroom (Melvin and Stout,  1987, p.44-
56). Related to the finding of the research, students’‟ interest is considered as 
factors that affect teachers’ belief. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the findings and discussions in the previous chapter, the researcher 
concludes that teacher use authentic materials because they want to introduce 
English in the real context, improve students’ ability especially on English 
competence like spoken and written, improve students’ vocabulary, introduce the 
cross culture, motivate students to learn autonomously and it is compulsory 
subject from the school. And also teachers believe that authentic materials are 
important in teaching target language. They believe that authentic materials are 
motivated in which teacher should bring something new in the classroom in order 
to motivate students. In teaching activities, motivation is the important, because 
can enhance the students interest in the learning a lesson. For students with high 
motivation, they have more energy to learn. The advantages of using authentic 
materials in the classroom therefore include: having a positive effect on student 
motivation; giving authentic cultural information; exposing students to real 
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